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brisk  adjective  
quick, energetic and active:  
a brisk walk  
He set a brisk pace and we struggled to keep up.  
Her tone on the telephone was brisk (= she spoke quickly and used few words) and businesslike.  

briskly  adverb  
She walked briskly into town.  
Beat the eggs whites briskly until soft peaks form.  
"Let's get it over with, " he said briskly.  

briskness  noun [U]  

 

pace (STEP)  noun [C]  
a single step, or the distance you move when you take a single step:  
Take two paces forwards/backwards.  
The runner collapsed just a few paces from the finish.  
put sb/sth through their paces  

to make someone show their skills or knowledge, or to make something show its good qualities:  
All the candidates were put through their paces during the television debate.  

pace  verb [I + adverb or preposition; T]  
to walk with regular steps in one direction and then back again, usually because you are anxious or 

worried:  
He paced the room nervously.  
He paced up and down, waiting for the doctor to call.  

 
leisure  US  noun [U]  

the time when you are not working or doing other duties:  
leisure activities  
Most people only have a limited amount of leisure time.  
The town lacks leisure facilities such as a swimming pool or squash courts.  
at (your) leisure  

when you want to and when you have time to:  
You can take the documents home and study them at (your) leisure.  

leisurely  US  adjective  
describes an action that is done in a relaxed way, without hurrying:  
We enjoyed a leisurely picnic lunch on the lawn.  

 

wander (WALK)  US  verb [I or T]  
to walk around slowly in a relaxed way or without any clear purpose or direction:  
We spent the morning wandering around the old part of the city.  
She was found several hours later, wandering the streets, lost.  
He was here a moment ago but he's wandered off somewhere.  

wander  US  noun [C usually singular] INFORMAL  
While you're in your meeting I can go for/have/take a wander around the city.  

wanderer  US  noun [C]  

wanderings  US  plural noun  
time spent travelling around or going from one place or country to another:  
After all her wanderings she had come back home to stay.  
HUMOROUS If you see Alan in/on your wanderings, will you tell him he's wanted in the office?  

 



 

 

stride (WALK)  verb [I usually + adverb or preposition] strode, strode, stridden  
to walk somewhere quickly with long steps:  
She strode purposefully up to the desk and demanded to speak to the manager.  
He strode across/into/out of the room.  

stride  noun [C]  
a long step when walking or running:  
She attributes her record-breaking speed to the length of her stride.  

not break your stride  
to not stop walking or running at the same speed:  
Without pausing for breath or breaking her stride, she pushed open the door of his private office.  

get into your stride MAINLY UK (US USUALLY hit your stride)  
to become familiar with and confident at something you have recently started doing:  
Let's wait until she's got into her stride before we ask her to negotiate that contract.  

put sb off their stride/stroke MAINLY UK  
to take your attention away briefly from something you are doing, making it more difficult to do:  
The slightest noise puts him off his stride when he's performing.  

take sth in your stride UK (US take sth in stride)  
to deal with a problem or difficulty calmly and not to allow it to influence what you are doing:  
When you become a politician, you soon learn to take criticism in your stride.  

 

falter  US  verb [I]  
1 to lose strength or purpose and stop, or almost stop:  

The dinner party conversation faltered for a moment.  

Her friends never faltered in their belief in her.  

Nigel's voice faltered and he stopped speaking.  

2 to move awkwardly as if you might fall:  

The nurse saw him falter and made him lean on her.  

faltering  US  adjective  
She took a few faltering steps.  
This legislation is designed to stimulate the faltering economy.  

falteringly  US  adverb  

 

stride (DEVELOPMENT)  noun [C]  
an important positive development:  
The West made impressive strides in improving energy efficiency after the huge rises in oil prices 

during the seventies.  
The group has made strides to expand internationally.  


